


Fighting fire with fire

E L I M I N A T E  A L L  C R I M E  A N D  R E L A T E D  

A C T I V I T I E S  I N  T W O  D E C A D E S



From the dawn of crime, 
here's the question we 
have failed to satisfactorily 
answer:

"Why are humans the 
strongest link in criminality 
but considered the weakest 
link in security?"



Criminals play to human 
strengths and deepen 
them over their lifetimes.

Take the case of 9/11:
• It was delivered by humans extending 

themselves with awfully repurposed tools 

and machines. 

• Machines didn't stop what happened: didn't 

stop an unpredictable act of – in hindsight 

- quite predictably delivery. 

• Machines failed us: the good citizens. 

• Humans plus machines didn't, however, fail 

the bad guys.



The first steps to solving the 
problem posed involve: 

1. The repurposing of what we 
already have: 

#ai in its myriad forms

2. The re-engineering of a wider 
#it-#tech, that over the past 60 
years has also failed – perhaps 
self-interestedly – to support 
human #intuition as much as it 
could have.

Our proposal in detail

Take the #it-#tech which didn't stop 9/11, and allow good humans to extend their 

intuition, arationality, high-level domain expertise, thinking without thinking, and gut 

feeling, by re-engineering the software architectures, tools and platforms which failed to 

prevent tragedy:

a) because our security philosophies said what we mainly needed was machines 

plus humans; 

b) when what we actually needed was creatively uninhibited humans plus 

machines plus humans, so we could fight fire with fire … fight a creative 

criminality with a newly creative security and law enforcement.



The solution itself: 

We've called it #hmagi –
human/machine artificial 
general intelligence.

Our proposal in detail

Throughout #tech history we've all agreed 

machine goalposts move – we historically 

call it progress – whereas humans must 

remain static (because that's what 

#tech people tell us humans do).

And then eventually we are caught up and 

overtaken – almost smashed to 

existential smithereens, if you like.



The solution itself: 

What we are calling #hmagi 
proposes a different paradigm.

Our proposal in detail

• Human goalposts can be enabled into 

movement – if we devise a collaboration of 

mutual benefit between humans and 

machines:

• where through this collaboration humans 

capture and validate their deepest 

intuition, arationality, high-level domain 

expertise, thinking without thinking, and 

gut feeling;

• and always in #secrecypositive 

#totalsurveillance-compliant spaces of 

absolute data-subject confidence and 

trust.



To such an extent that not only criminals will have 
been the strongest link in creative criminality since the 
dawn of crime itself ...

… but the rest of us will become the 
strongest link in a newly creative
security, counter-terrorism and law-
enforcement practice.



Medium- and long-term deliverables:

Eliminate

Eliminate traditional 
#crime in a decade

Reduce

Reduce the incidence of 
what we call #neocrime 
by 40 percent in 13 years

Dismantle

Dismantle the practice of 
#zemiological activity 
completely in 20 years



Short-term deliverable:

Bring to the statute books the new criminal figure of 
#neoterrorismontheindividual in no more than 3 years, with 
widespread prosecutions and a deliverable prevention in 
no more than 7 years from when we pass the laws themselves
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